Family is looked at as a predictor of happiness
but only to certain types of families namely
“cereal
cereal box family”.
family . This is done also by denying
family diversity (like rainbow families).

We are the ones deciding who belongs
to our families. We know we are
families. We don’t need validation,
we need (and will strive for!)
equality of rights.

trunk is DECISIONS&CHOICES
have dinner always together; visible and activist;
inclusive family; support each other; create a frame
and be part of a network; become a community; be
open about or family; have kids (and career options
accordingly); attend a public school; marry (also as
a political positioning); co
co‐parenting;
parenting; not have a
female/male parent involved; have a known donor;
introduce a new partner in the family; not to have
secrets; tell our kids how they were conceived;
move to a safer environment...

leafs are
IMMATERIAL PATRIMONY
pets; grandmothers/grandfathers; friends;
relatives; colleagues; supporting
neighborhood; [LGBT] community; couple
commitment; ourstories (also kids’ origin
story); [will to] live like a “normal” family; kids
have to right to love who they want (no
problem!); languages; curriculum vitae;
political participation; parental skills;
knowledge from all places/people...
Happiness is not a “cultural assimilation” of an
ideal‐type of life. It is constructed, enjoyed,
shared, and imagined every day, all day.

roots are CORE VALUES
harmony; integrity; visibility; trust;
equality; freedom; (self‐)respect*4; tolerance;
will; freedom (of choice); love; sharing; dignity;
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harmony; development (spiritual also);
happiness; grandchildren; family structures;
adoption; no sorrow about decisions; hope kids
turn out to be good people and well educated;
family ties; equal rights; parents recognized (no
matter biological issues); economic security and
dignifying retirement; lifelong learning;
acceptance&recognition; balance between work
and rest; lifetime love (living together forever);
teach in other university; resilience (to always
know how to tackle difficulties); to bring a
better world to kids and everybody; transform
vatican into a museum; freedom of choice
(including religion)...

our families’ olive tree is
made of resilience,
resistance,, and happiness
pp
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fruits are EXPECTATIONS

Aliveness will push us forward to
achieve happiness in the frame of
human rights, and in the best
interest of children.
children We need to
make sure every family has decent
living conditions. «Silence will not
protect you»: we need to raise
awareness because “fear is always
the worst adviser” (portuguese saying).
Together we are stronger in order to
create positive social change.

branches are
MATERIAL PATRIMONY

mutual support; good girls go to paradise, other (country)house/enough space to live with a room
of one’s own; car; job,; toys; bikes; books; clothes;
girls go everywhere; give to each one what they
insurances; sex toys; holidays; condoms; camera;
need and to each according to their needs;
need,
GPS iP
GPS,
iPod,
d camera, music
i player
l
and
d other
h
learning; safety; responsibility for your body;
gadgets; holidays; esthetics; food; water;
flexibility; openness; honesty; pride; culture
babysitter; social, educational and health [public]
services; cultural facilities; spanish coffee machine;
identity and cultural lineage; attention;
money (economic means of subsistence)...
attachment; compassion; devotion….

